A MATTER OF CONFIDENCE: THE INSIDE STORY OF THE POLITICAL BATTLE FOR BC

Authors Richard Zussman and Rob Shaw join us to discuss their new book, A Matter of Confidence: The Inside Story of the Political Battle for BC.

Moderated by Prof. Gerald Baier.

A Matter of Confidence gives readers an insider's look at the overconfidence that fueled the rise and fall of Clark's premiership and the non-confidence vote that defeated her government and ended her political career. Told by reporters Rob Shaw and Richard Zussman, and illustrated by candid and extensive interviews with political insiders from both sides of the aisle, this book is a must read for anyone who cares about BC politics and the future of the province.

April 5th, 2018
5:00 PM – 6:30 PM
Liu Institute for Global Issues, Multipurpose Room
Please RSVP.
Light refreshments provided.

http://bit.ly/2owwDIO